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This work properly belongs to combinatorial group theory. But in its motivation 
and applications, it is concerned with the homotopy theory of two-dimensional cel- 
lular spaces. We describe both the combinatorial and homotopical aspects of this 
work in the following introduction. 
1. Introduction 
Let ‘$! be a finite presentation of a group 71. In the next section we define the 
automorphl’sm group Aut ‘@ < Aut 7r of the presentation v. This group consists of 
the automorphisms of 7r that can be produced by certain combinatorial operations 
on the presentation p which preserve its deficiency (the number of generators 
minus the number of relators). 
One might expect that every automorphism of 7~ can be obtained in the required 
combl%atorial fashion on the combinatorial description Cp of 7~. But we show that 
the automorphi,;n group Aut ‘$ of a presentation may be a proper subgroup of the 
full automorphism group Aut 71. This situation is possible, even though it is the case 
(see Tietze’s Theorem in Section 2) that augmenting an arbitrary presentation 
with k trivial relators yields a new presentation vk with full automorphism group 
Aut Sk = Aut E, whene v r k equals or exceeds the sum total of generators and rela- e 
tors of ‘$3. This shows that the automorphism grollp Aut !@ has the best chance of 
revealing something new when the presentation $% has maximal deficiency. 
Our results include a calculation of the automorphism group Aut ‘$? (~1, . . . ,rQ 
of the standard presentation 
P( n1 , . . . , n,) = (aI, . . . , as : “71, . . . , a?, [ai. ajl (i <i)) 
* The results of this paper were obtained while the author was a NATO Postdoctoral Fellow on 
sabbatical leave from the University of Oregon, and a guest of the F.I.M., E.T.H., Ziirich. 
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associated with a decomposition Znl CQ l a* @ Zn, of a finite abelian group into cyclic 
summands, Some of these are presentations 3 with full automorphism group 
Aut v = Aut n; the remainder have restricted automorphism group Aut 9 5 Aut rr, 
yet their augmentation ‘!J? with a single trivial relator has full automorphism group 
Aut 9’ = Aut R. The same techniques employed here apply to the standard presen- 
tations associated with decompositions or’ finitely generated abelian groups into 
cyclic summands. 
The homotopy-theoretic problem which motivated this present investigation is
summed up by this question: Given a space X with fundamental group n, what 
automorphisms of rr are inc’uced by homotopy self-equivalences X -+ X? We can 
formalize the problem this way. Given the space X, the homotopy classes of homo- 
topy self-equivalences X + Y form a group 6(X) under composition, and there is an 
evaluation homomorphism. -,Y: iTi + Aut IT. The homotopy-theoretic problem Is 
to determine the image #$I 8(X)) of this evaluation homomorphism. This, of course, 
can be the first step of th.: larger problem of calculating the self-equivalence group 
&(X) itself. 
In this note, we are ccncerned solely with the case in which the space X is a con- 
nected finite 2-dimensional cellular complex. The existing results for this situation 
are fairly limited, and are as follows. When X is an aspherical complex K (that is, 
one with trivial higher homotopy groups), then it is an obstruction theory result 
that the evaluation homomorphism #: 8(K) -+ Aut R is an isomorphism. The exis- 
tence of a finite 2-dimensional spherical complex is a non-trivial assumption about 
the fundamental group rr. We say that rr is 2-dimensional in this case. Thus, every 
automorphim of a 2-dimensional group 1~ isinduced by some homotopy self-equiva- 
lence of the 2-dimensional spherical complex K. There appear in the literature only 
two other 2-dimensional cases in which the s.:lf-equivalence group 8(X) is calculated. 
Olum [7] considers the pseudo-projective plane P(t2) = e 1 Un e* with finite cyclic 
fundamental group IL,, and he derives adescription of the self-equivalence group 
C@(n)) wkick shows that #@(P(n)) = Aut 2,. In other words, every automorph- 
ism of the cyclic group 2, is induced by some homotopy self-equivalence of the 
pseudo-projective plane P(t2). Schellenberg [ 101 considers the space P(m, n) obtain- 
ed from the torus by gluing pseudo-projective planes P(n) and P(m) onto its genera- 
tors. The resulting space has fundamental group 2, @ Zn, the direct sum of cyclic 
groups of order m and n. He establishes the surprising result hat the subgroup 
#(&(P(m, n))) of automorphisms Z: of 2, @ 2, that are induced by homotopy self- 
equivalences of P(m, n) consist only of those with det T: E + 1 mod(m, n). 
Perhaps even more surprising, our calculations show that these subgroups 
#@(P(n))) G Aut Zn and #(&(P(m, n))) < Aut 2, @ 2, 
can be described combinatorially. They are precisely the automorphism grouns 
Aut ‘@(n) and Aut $3 (m, n) of the presentations 
q(n)=(a:an) and !j,3(m,n)=(a,b:am,bn, [a,b]) 
WI which the cellular spaces P(H) and P(nt. 11) are modesed (see Section 6 ). SW the 
standard presentation p(n) . . . . . n,) of the finite rrbelian group Z,,I + l + Z,,, has 9 
cellulrrr model P(rr 1 . . . . . ~2~). ;Jtd wt’ pmve in SW ic?rls -1. 5 and f-l tt1e t:)llo\viilg IllOTt’ 
general results concerning than. 
In less formal terms, Theorem B states that, ds far as the induced llonlolllorphisrns 
on Z,,r @ l-* @ Z,*$ are concerned. the cellular model P(q , . . . , tt,) exhibits nr-, nrorc 
symmetry in the fairly loose honiotopy sense than the presentation $3 (?a I , . . . . it,) 
exhibits in the quite rigid combinatorial sense. In view of Theorem A, there are iri- 
numerable cases where the aut morphism group Aut 3 (ttI , . . . . tt,) is a proper sub- 
group of Aut Z,,, @ l*- @ &Is, and hence the homotopy self-equivalences of the model 
P(tt,, . . . . II,) do not reveal the Ml symmetry of the fundamental group Z,,, ~9 l + &. 
The distinction between a presentation ‘$3 and the one p1 obtained from it by 
augmenting it with a single trivial relator correspon s to the drstinction between the 
cellular model P and its sum ( I -point union) P v S2 with 2 Z-sphere S2. Thess distill<- 
tions are crucial to the homotopy-theoretic problem under considertition i91 view 01’ 
these next results, which are proven simultaneously with Theorems A and B. 
Theorem C. TIte augntertted preserttatiort 9’ (tt 1 . .- l , )I,) has jirM utt tontmphisnt 
group Aut %‘(q, m.., tt,) = Aut Z,,, @**-@ Z,,,. 
Theorems B and D show that cancellation ot’ SZ-swwvmds Knot v;hid in the 
present coutext. These theorems HJSO leave a dominant impression, which we r~ord 
with the following conjecture. 
Conjecture. Let P be the cellular model of a iinite presentation p of a group x. 
Then #(g(P)) = Aut 3 in Aut II. i.e., the subgroup of automorphisms of R that are 
induced by homotopy self-equivalences of the model P coincides with the auto- 
morphism group of the presentation 13. 
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Now a 2-dimensional group ‘IT and a presentation 9 with an aspherical model K 
provide a good test case for the conjecture because of the relation #(g(K)) = Aut 1~ 
recorded earlier. The conjecture specializes tothe statement that the presentation 
has full automorphism group Aut St = Aut 71. We investigate his special form of the 
conjecture in Sections 7 and 8, and we show that it survives several test cases. 
We conclude this introduction by outlining the contents of the subsequent sec- 
tions. Section 2 contains all the combinatorial definitions. Section 3 presents an alge- 
braic criterion on which half of Theorem A depends, while Sections 4 and 5 com- 
prise the proof of Theorem IL Section 6 translates the previous presentation-theo- 
retic work into topological ~zrms, deriving Theorems B and D. Sections 7 and 8 ana- 
iyse the conjecture presente j above, at least in some special cases. Section 9 analyses 
some solely presentation-th.c oretic conjectures in the light of the examples of this 
paper. 
2. Combinatorial isomorphisms and automorphisms 
A (finite) presentation ‘$= (Rclr : I$) consists of an unordered finite set (ct,} of 
symbols, called generators of$8, together with an unordered finite set {I$ of ele- 
ments of the free group F = F(g,) on the generators, called the relators of !#. We 
sometimes index the generators and relators with integers, and display the presenta- 
tion this way 
q3=(Rl, -*-7gk: rl,***,rm) 3 
without implying that the order of the entries is important. We distinguish between 
a presentation 3 = (g,: Q) and the one q k = (ga: Q, ly) obtained by augmenting 
the original with k = 171 trivial relators 1 E F. In fact, Tietze’s Theorem, as contain- 
ed in this section, shows that this whole work is meaningless without this distinction, 
which is imposed by the motivating topological considerations. 
The group presented by $ = (g,: Q) is the quotient group n = F/N of the free 
group F = F(g,) on the generators ga of v modulo the normal closure IV = N(Q) in 
F of the relators rp. We employ the notation II 11: F 9 F/N for the quotient homo- 
morphism, and we say that $ is a presentation fur n = F/N. 
Fundamental to the definition of combinatorial isomorghisms and automorphisms 
of finitely presented grcups are three combinatorial operations on presentations. We 
define these first. 
Definition of combinatorial operations. The expansion operation 
appends anew generator g & {g,), and a relator Wg-1 , where W is an element in the 
free group F(g,) on the original generators. The contraction operation 
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c: (g,,g: rp’ wg- ‘) --) k,: rp) 
simultaneously deletes a generator I: and a re!ator of the form C$jg- * , provided that 
W and the remaining relators I-~ are elements in the free group F(g&) on the remain- 
ing generators. The replacement operatiorz 
R: (R,: ycl. r) -+ (g&: ra. s) 
replaces a single relator r by a new relator s, provided that s and rkl are conjugates 
modulo the normal subgroup N(v,) of F generated by the other relators rO which 
are kept unchanged. We say that s is equivalent to r nzodulo the other relators r$, 
and we employ the notation s - r modulo (r,}, in this case. (For three primitive 
replacement operations which generate them all, see the first lemma of Section 3 .) 
Notice that these combinatorial operations can be thought of 3s basic equivalen- 
ces of presentations, because each operatio ; has an inverse. The replacenrent opera- 
tions occur in inverse pairs, while the expansion operations have contraction opera- 
tions as inverse, and vice versa. 
Definition. A cornbirlatorial equit9alcvm ‘$? -+ c between presentations ‘I_e and c is 
a sequence 
of combinatorial operations which begin with ‘$ and end with c. 
We are interested in the effect that a combinatorial equivalence q -+ G !ras 011 
the groups 7~ and p presented. It is quite obvious that the combinatorial operations 
induce isomorphisms of the groups presented. So we make this det‘inition. 
Definition. An isomorphism C : n -+ p is corubinatorial ori the yreserltatiorl $8 jiw 7~ 
and C JOr p if 2 is the isomorphism 
7T =7ro-+q -+ l ** -+ ?$I. 1 --+I7 II =p 
induced by a combinatorial equivalence 
~=!JJo+$*+-*2$,I &$@ 
of the presentation v with the presentation c. 
Clearly, an i~omorphism is combinatorial if and only if it_s inverse is combinatorial, 
and compo&ions of combinatorial isomorphisms yield combinatorial isomorphisms. 
The sreater part of the present ib. ‘gation involves the problem of determining 
whether a given isomorphism is combinatorial on given presentations. There is one 
trivial relevant observat:Lon that we can make now. Since the combinatorial expansion, 
contraction, and replacement operations preserve the prt‘scn tations def‘icicnc>, 
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(#-generators minus #-relators), it follows that an isomorphisrn can be combina- 
torial only on presentations with the same deficiency. Hereafter we always assume 
that paired presentations have the same deficiency. 
A special case of the problem which deserves eparate mention is that in which 
the isomorphism is the identity. We reserve the terminology identity isomorphism 
for situations with these three ingredients: 1) The presentations ‘# and lE.involved 
have the same generators (g*}. 2) Their relators (r,) and {s,) have the same normal 
closure N(Q) = N(.sp) in the free group F = F&J on the generators {g& hence 
they present the same group *3 = F/N. 3) The isomorphism involved is precisely the 
one presented by the assignrr ent of each generator ga of 8 to the generator ga of E. 
We denote the isomorphism fi v 1: w -+ o in this situation. For example, each replace- 
ment operation % + ,S indu :es an identity isomorphism, while expansion and con- 
traction operations do not, .hough their composites may. Here is a useful analysis 
of the special case of a combinatorial identity isomorphism. 
Proposition 1. Suppose that the presentations % and 2 have the same generators 
and present the same group o. If there is a combinat~~r!al equivalence % + e in- 
ducing the identitjt isomorphism 1 : o -+ ~3, then the?? 1s another in which all the 
expansion operations occur fkst, all replacement operations next, and all contrac- 
tion operations last. 
Proof. A combinatorial equivalence % +lg inducing 1 : c3 + o is a composition 
of expansion, contraction, and replacement operations. If there is a contraction 
operation Ci 1 vi + ‘$i+ 1 that deletes an original generator-g of $)i (and a relator 
Wg- l) for the tirst time, then there is an expansion operation Ej : pi + ‘@,+ 1 that 
re-introduces that generator-g of E (and a relator Q-l) for the last time. Each 
other intervening introduction-and-deletion of that generator g can be relabeled to 
involve an entirely new generator. Then the two operations Ci and Ej may be dropped 
from the sequence, as follows. We allow the presentations !$k, i < k <j to retain the 
generatorg and the relator I@- l. Then we supplement he intervening combinatorial 
operations 
with some replacement operations that keep the word W in the relator IU,g--- 1 ex- 
pressed in terms of the current generators different from g, and we conclude with a 
replacement operation that substitutes Vg-l for IVg--l. This last replacement opera- 
tion is valid since V is necessarily equivalent o W module the other relators that are 
present at this point. (Recall that the combinatorial equivalence % + ‘Z induces the 
identity isomorphism 1 : CII + u.) 
Thus we may assume that the pairs of expansion and contraction operations in 
the sequence 
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involve only new generators h, that are moreover distinct from one anothe Clearly, 
all the expansion operations may now be performed first. We merely allow the other 
operations to take place in order in the presence of all the new generators h, and 
relators IV? hy * that the expansion operations introduce. Finally, all the contraction 
operations may be postponed until all the replacement operations are performed. We 
conjecture that even the expansion and subsequent contraction operations can be 
deleted somehow. Cl 
We return to the general problem of determining whether a given isomorphism 
Z : 7~ + p is combinatorial on presentations ‘$3 = (g,: I$ for 7 and c = (hr : s6 ) for 
p. It is possible to reduce the general problem to the special case involving an iden- 
tity isomorphism, as follows. 
AS a first step, we relabel the presentations ‘@ and L so that their generators be- 
come disjoint. Here is the process. To avoid confusion, we emphasize that the rela- 
tors of g and IsI are elements in certain free groups by writing them rcl (g ) E F(g,) 
and sg (h,) E F(h,). Then we select disjoint sets of symbols {gz j and {/I$, and we 
form the new ccpies ‘!@* = (gz: I) and Q* = (?I;: s&z;)) of !# and E . The 
main point is that there are combinatorial equivalences 13 -+ y * and L + g * that 
induce the relabeling isomorphisms n+ ?T* and p + p* given by the assignments 
gQ l-+g~ and h, I-0$ resp. These combinatorial equivalences merely expand the 
original presentations to introduce the starred generators, together with relators 
which equate the starred and unstarred generators, rewrite the original relators in 
terms of the starred generators by replacement operations, and then contract to 
eliminate the unstarred generators. We conclude that there exists a combinatorial 
equivalence !J3 + $2 inducing a given isomorphism C : IT + p if and only if there ex- 
ists a combinatorial equivalence 9 * + Q* inducing the relabeled isomorphism 
2 n” +p*. Thus, we may return to our original notation and assume that the 
generators of p and Q are disjoint. 
For the second step, we suppose that the isomorphism C : IT + p and itsinverse 
4~ p + n are given by the assignnlentsgQ- W,(ll,) and h, * V,(gJ, resp. Then, 
using the fact that the generators of ‘$4 and 2 are disjoint, we form the expanded 
presentations 
and 
Notice that the generators of each presentation are appended to the other, and that 
the operations T + p(a) and c + G (Z) are composites of valid combinatorial ex- 
pansions. The crucial point of this comtruction is that the normal closure IV in the 
free group F = F(g,, hy) of the relators of ‘@(!I?) coincides with that of the relators 
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of c (C). Hence, the expanded presentations tp(aj and CL (2) present the same 
group c3 = F/N. (It is isomorphic to 7r and p.) 
Within this framework, we have the following result. 
Reduction Theorem. Tk isomorphisms C I 72 ++ p : <f~ are combinatorial on presenta- 
tiorzs q for YT and c Jbr p $arzd on@ if the identity isomorphisms 1 : u + o art’ cwm- 
birratorial 011 the exparzded prescntatiom p (Ct) and Q (X) Jbr o. 
Proof. The crux of the proof C5 that the expansion and contraction operations 
induce isomorphisms for which the following diagrams commute: 
Therefore, if there is a combinatorial equivalence ip + Q inducing I? : IT -+ p, then 
the composition 
is a combinatorial equivalence inducing 1: c3 -+ ~3. Conversely, if there is a combina- 
torial equivalence p (rf ) 1 + 2 (S) inducing 1 : w --, w, then the composition 
is a combinatorial equivalence inducing C : TT + p. q 
Thus, at the expense of relabeling and expanding the presentations involved, the 
general problem of determining whether an isomorphism C : IT + p is combinatorial 
reduces to the special case of determining whether an identity isomorphism 
I : w + w is combinatorial. In all examples we offer. the special case is handled by 
constructing replacement operations !J3(‘r,j + C (Z). 
As an application of the Reduction Theorem we give this fundamental result on 
combinatorial isomorphisms. 
Tietze’s Theorem. Let the presentatiorzs p = (g* : rP) and C = (hr : s6 ) ofgroups n 
arid p have the same deficiency 1 a! 1 - 1 j3 1 = 1 y 1 - 16 I. Then all isomorphisms 
c : rr -+ p arc combi/tatorial on the arrgmented preserztations 
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!.pk = (R,: ‘p, l,, 1,) and ak =(hy: $6, 10, ly) 
where the same number 1 a 1 + 16 1 = k = I y I + 10 I of trivial relators have been appended. 
Proof. Let the isomorphism ZZ : IT + p and its inverse @: p + n be given by the assign- 
mentsg, + W,(h,) and h, + Vy(gP). In order that C and @ be homomorphisms it 
is necessary that 
a) 
b) 
r#V,Jh,)) - 1 module {s&h,)) in F(h,), and 
s&,(Q) ‘- 1 module {q&Q} in Fk,); 
in order that 2 and $ be inverses it is necessary that 
Cl ~ra(V,o) -ga 1nodulo G&Q~ in F&J, and 
dj V,(W,(12,)) - Iz, modulo {sa (It,)} in F(h,). 
After augmenting the presentations, and relabeling them if necessary, we expand 
them to form 
and 
Q’(D= (hy,g,u: s&J lp, &&,)g;‘, l.$ 
We complete the proof by exhibiting replacement operations which transform 
vk(@) into CZ k(2Z). The first replacement 
is valid in the presence of rp(g,) (see (b)) and V,(gP)hyl _ The second replacement 
1,-+ W,(V,(g,))g,-‘+ wpl(hv)g;l 
is valid in the presence of rp (gJ (see (c)j and V,(g,) hq’. The third replacement 
is valid in the presence of W,(h,)gi ’ introduced in the second step, and sb(hv) in- 
troduced in the first step (see (d)). Finally, the fourth replacement 
is valid in the presence of W&,) gil introduced in the second step, and s&,) in- 
troduced in the first step (see (a)). Cl 
We can pass from a consideration of isomorphrsms to that of automorphisms, 
and get a very easy corollary to Tietze’s Theorem. 
Definition. An automorphism X : IT + n is combitiatorial OF? a presentation p for n 
if there exists a combinatorial equivalence y + p inducing C : ?T + JT. The subgroup 
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Aut (n; ‘$!j G Aut ?T of automorphisms of n that are combinatorial on !j! is called the 
automorphism group of’ the presentation ‘$8. We often abbreviate the notation 
Aut (7r; !@j by Aut $!. 
Corollary. Let ‘!# be a finite presentation oj- the group n. Then the automorphism 
groups o-f the augmented presentations 
attain the jull automo@~isn. group Aut n, at least by the time the number k oj’aug- 
mented trivial relators equal! the total number ofgenerators and relators of $2. 
We say that a presentatic n v of 71 is .~.l’r?z??zetri(‘alI\’ c:i~lic*irut if it has full auto- 
morphism group Aut v = 1 ut n. On the other hand, we say that it is symmetrically 
deficient oj*order m if the augmented presentations ‘pk, k < m, have restricted auto- 
morphism gr:Jup Aut vk $; Aut n, while the augmented presentation vnz has full 
automorphism group Aut ylrn = Aut 7~. All our examples are symmetrically efficient 
presentations, or have symmetric deficiency of order 1. 
Example. Let 7r be a finite group. There is a very uneconomical presentation @ for n 
with one generator CR for each group element g E 71, and one relator C&&J-$ for 
each ordered pair (g, 12 j E 7~ X 7~ of group elements (Cglt is the generator for the prod- 
uct element gh). We call this presentation 6 = {C’: C&‘fiC$ )’ the CaJFley presenta- 
tion for 7~, because its relators express the full Cayley multiplication table for 7r. It is 
easily checked that the Cayley presentation E for a finite group 7r is symmetrically 
efficient: Aut a = Aut 7r. 
3. A necessary algebraic ondition 
In this section we derive an algebraic ondition necessary in order that a given 
isomorphism be combinatorial on presentations for the domain and range groups. 
This condition involves the chain complexes for the presentations. 
Suppose that p = (gl , . . . , gk: r1 , . . . , rm) is an arbitrary presentation. Let 
F=F(gl,... , gk) be the free group on the generatorsgl, . . . ,gk, and let 
N = N(r, , . . . , r,,) be the normal closure in F of the relators rl, . . . , r, . The quotient 
homomorphism 11 11: F + F/N = n gives the group presented. Let Z(n) denote the 
integral group ring of 7r. The chain complex C*(v) of the presentation \@ is a chain 
complex of free Z(n)-modules with preferred bases of rank m, k, and 1, resp: 
Z(n)” w 
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The boundary ope:rators are defined by 
3, ($3) (ith basis element) = llgi 11 - 1 E Z(n) 
a#$) (jth basis element) = K (‘i, , 
where K: F(gl, . . . , gk) -+ C’, (3) is the crossed homomorphism [ 12, p. 4571 uniquely 
defined by the properties: 
4 K (gi) = E’th basis element, 
b) K(&)=- llgi II- ’ K (gi), and 
4 K(bi$b$)=K(h$)+ II~$IIK(WZ) 
When two presentations have the same generators and present the same group, 
we may identify their chain complexes thru dimensions 0 and 1. We shall always do 
this, without necessarily announcing it. 
The algebraic ondition we derive in this section is based on the fact that a com- 
binatorial equivalence between presentations induces a chain map between the asso- 
ciated chain complexes. We require only the special case involving a combinatorial 
equivalence inducing an identity isomorphism. The following results develope this 
case. Their proofs are straight-forward and we delete them. 
Lemma. All replacement operations on presentations are composites oj’these three 
elementary replacement operations: 
1) The Inverse Operation replaces a single relator ri by its inverse ri- 1 . 
2) The Multiplication Operation replaces a relator ri bjy its product ri rj or rj ri 
with a different relator rj. 
3) The Conjugation Operation replaces a relator ri by) the conjugate gE ri gWE 
( e = + 1) by a generator g. 
Lemma. Suppose that p = (gl, .,gk: rl, . . . , rr,, ) is a presentation for 71, and that 
K: F(gl,... , gk) + C, (p) is the corresponding crossed ~lonzonlc)rpllisr?l. !I‘ 
r E N(q , . . ..r.), then 
1) Ic(r-1) = -K(r) 
2) K (rS) = K (r) + K (S) 
3) K(gQg-E) = llgEII K(r). 
Proposition 2. IfR : !% -+ E is an elementary replacement operation, then the matrix 
jbr a~(@ is obtained from the matrix for a,(‘%) by? 
1) multiplying the ith column by) - 1, in case R replaces ri bJ1 ri- 1 ; 
2) adding the jth column to the ith column, in case R replaces ri by ri rj or rj ri; 
3) multiplying the ith column by the ring unit [gE) E Z(w), in case R replaces ri 
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by ,@ ri g-‘. Thus, if R 1 % -+ G is an elementarv replacement operation, then 
boundary operators a,(s) : Z(w)rr’ + Z(O)~ and a,(E) : Z(U)~ + Z(W)~ corrc- 
spond under a 2 (@-module isomorphism A : 2 (G)))" + Z (u)~, that is, 
a,(z) 0A =+(%)a 
Theorem (Algebraic Criterion). Suppose that presentations % and 5 have the same 
generators and present the same group o. lJ there exists a combinatorial equivalence 
% + E inducing the identitw isomorphism 1: o + w, then there exists a Z (@-module 
isomorphism M: Z(W)~ + X(o)” such that a,(G) 0M = a2(%). 
Proof. By Proposition 1, wt; may assume that the combinatorial equivalence % + G 
is the composite of expanse? operations !8 -+ 11, replacement operations U +g , 
and contraction operation 9 +E. By the previous proposition, there exists a Z(w)- 
module isotnorphism A: C #) + C#J) such that a,(‘$)) DA = a,(U). But because 
of the form of the relators involved in the presentations l.l and 9, the boundary 
operators a,(U) and a#)) have matrices of the form 
(We have assumed that the bases of C*(U) and C#j) have been selected to match 
an ordering of the relators of U and 9 in which the expanded relators occur last, 
ranked according to the generators they involve.) It follows that we obtain by re- 
striction a Z(w)-module isomorphism M: Cz(%) + C2(E) such that 
&(E) oM= +(!Ji).Cl 
This result is the start of Whitehead’s imple homotopy theory [ 131. The iso- 
morphism M is seen to have trivial torsion in the Whitehead group Wh(a) = 
K, (Z (4)l, w * 
In view of the Reduction Theorem of the previous section, we hake the following 
irngortant corollary to the Algebraic Criterion. 
Corollary. If the isomorphisms E : IT ++ p : @ are combinatorial on the presentations 
p for 71 and Q for p, then there exists a Z (w)-module isomorphism 
M:C#(@))-+ C2(c(C))such thata,(Q(X)) oM= a2(~(@)).0 
We will see in Section 7 that a general form of the conjecture discussed in the in- 
troduction amounts to the converse of the above corollary. 
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4. Combinatoridly equivalent presentations of finite abelian groups 
Our main application of the previous section involves the general finite abelian 
group 7T = ZnI @ =-* @ Z,, and two specific presentations of 7~. The stmdard presenm- 
tim associated with the given decomposition of 71 
has one generator ai and relator ai “i for each cyclic summand Z,~i n the decomposi- 
tion of n, together wath a commutator relator [ai* QJ for each unordered pair of 
generators. This gives a total of s* = s(s + I)/2 relators. If integers p1 , . . . , ps are rela- 
tively prime to nl, . . . , us resp., there is the non-starrdard prestwtation 
w I’1 , mm*, $ ; P 1 ,..., ps)=(al ,..., uS:aql . . . . . a?. [fzfi,ay] (i< j)) 
of n. This whole section is devoted to proving the next result. 
Theorem. Let (pl, ul) = 1, . . . . (ps, 12s) = I . T/len there exists a combinatorial eqtriv- 
alence 
W ‘11) .*., ‘$P], . . . . P,) + ys(n*, ‘..9 ‘Q 
inducing the identity isomorphism on Z,, @ l @ Zt,, if and on& if 
(PI l ** P )‘- l s z+l mod(nl,...,ns). 
Necessity oj’the corldition (pl . . . ps)s--l E + 1 mod(nl, . . . , ns). 
By the Algebraic Criterion of Section 3, the hypothesis that there exists a combi- 
natorial equivalence 
W n1 , . . . , n,; k’s1 ,...rps)+ ~(q,...,n,) 
inducing the identity isomorphism implies that there is a Z(n)-module isomorphism 
M: Z(T)~* + Z(T)~* such that 
a,(p(v, , l . . . ns)) a = a,(~(n,, . . . . 11~; p1 3 .a., P,)) . 
We will show that this implies that (pl, . . . ,P~)~--~ E ,+ 1 mod(tjl , ..-, Q. 
The matrix of the second boundary operator a,(p) for a presentation ‘$ is given 
by the coefficients Qij E Z(n) that appear in the evaluation K (jth relator) = 
2 Cuii K (al). The evaluation of the crossed homomorphism K : F(a t , . . . , a,) + c,(v) 
on the relators of the presentations‘$(nl, . . . . ns) and v(nI, . . . . II,: ~1, . . ..p.) is 
most conveniently expressed with the notation. 
a) For x E ‘TT, and positive integer h, let 
(x, h) = 1 +)(+“‘++l EZ(n), 
ix, 0) = 0 E Z(n) and 
(x, -h) = -- x--q1 t x t *** -!- ++E Z(7r). 
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b) For each generator ai E F(a,, . . . . a,), let its image IIaiII E Z,, @ l **@ Zn, be 
denoted by ai itself. 
The relators of the presentation !# (12~ , . .. , ns) have the following values under the 
crossed homomorphism: 
u (a?> = ‘ai, II,> K (ai) , KjGS, 
K([al,ajl)=(l-aj)K(a~)+(al- l)K(aj), ‘LGjQs, 
K([a?,ajl)=(‘l--aj)K(aZ)i(a2- l)K(aj), 3<j<s, 
K(la,_&JW 1 --as) K(a,_lP- (as-1 - 1) K(cls) l 
Since the elements u (aI ), . . , K (0,) form the basis for C#) = Z(QS, the matrix for 
the second boundary oper: tor a,(p(nl, . . . , n,)) is 
t 
T<a,, n+ 8 
i 





. I P 1 l--a3...1-a, i I 
1 . I . . . . I I a,--1 











, as__l - 1 
I-- 
L s I S-l i S-2 ; ] 1 
On the other hand, the relators of the non-standard presentation 
w 4 , -es, n,; p1 , . . . , p,) have these values under the crossed homomc rphism: 
K($j) = <.Uj,Plj)K(ai). lbj<S, 
K([af’,QF]) =(a,,pl)(aj,Pi)K([al,aj]), 2<j<s, 
K(la$*,a?l) =<a,,P*)(aj,Pj)K([a2,ajl) 9 3<j<s, 
. 
u([a~+~l,a+ ~as_l,ps__~~~as,ps~~([as_~,asl). 
Let N: Z(n)S* + Z(n) s* be the diagonal homomorphism that multiplies the first s 
basis elements by 1, the next s - 1 basis elements by (aI, p1 > (ai, pi>, 2 G j G s, the 
next s -- 2 basis elements by (a2, p,> (a,-, pi’, 3 < j < s, . . . , and finally the last basis 
element by (a s__I, ps_ 1 Ha,, ps). Then we hat/e the relation C$(~(U~, .. . ,lzs)) QN = 
$(q?(q ‘) a*.‘) 11,: PI, ..* 9 P,)). 
The previous relation tells us a little about the isomorphism M: Z(TT)~* + Z(Qs*, 
because the difference D = M -- N necessarily takes values in the submodule 
Ker $(V(n, 7 .-. 9 12~)). By considering the above matrix for the boundary operator 
+qWr 1’) l -- 9 n,)) we see that its kern21 is generated by elements of Z(#* whose 
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non-trivial coordinates have the values ~(1 ---ai) = 0 = c(aj - 1) and E(<aj, IIj>) = nj 
under the augmentation ring homomorphism E: Z(n) -+ 2, e(C /z~ 9) = Zng. 
We conclude that c maps the components of each element of the submodule 
Ker a,(v(rzI, ..-, n,)) G Z(J)~*, and hence also the entries of the matrix of 
D: Z(njs* + Z(njs*, into the ideal (rzl, . . . ,fzsj of Z. 
To employ these facts, we first observe that the augmentation ring homomorph- 
ism c Z(n) + Z converts inverse Z(n)-valued matrices into inverse Z-valued matrices, 
and hence it converts the Z(r)-module isomorphism M = D + N: Z(njS* --+ Z(7rjS” 
into a Z-module isomorphism C(M) = e(D) + e(N): Zs* + Zs*. Therefore, the matrix 
of @I) has determinant det &II) = 5 1. Secondly, we note that E(N) has diagonal 
matrix 







. . . -4 ps-1% * 1 
It follows that modulo the ideal (IQ, . . . , tzsj of Z, the matrix of c(M) = E(D) + e(N) 
is congruent to the matrix of e(N), and hence has determinant congruent to 
(pl . . . ps)S-l. Thus, (pl . . . psjs-l s + 1 mod(lz 1 , . . . , ~2~). Cl 
Sufficiency oj*the condition (pl . . . psjs--I E + I nlod(r21, .. . , n,j_ 
We begin with a sequence of lemmas about elements of a free group F. In these 
lemmas we employ this terminology and notation: An element s of a free group F 
is a consequence of a set of elements Q of F ifs belongs to the normal subgroup 
N(Q) of F generated by the elements Q, or equivalently s - 1 modulo (r& (Recall 
from Section 2, s - r module {Q} if and only ifs and ~+l are conjugates modulo 
the normal subgroup N(Q) of F generated by the elements I-@.) For elements r and s 
in the free group F, the relation s = r will be used to denote the element sr- 1 of F. 
Lemma A. For any elements a, b, Wand pc)sir,w irltcgws II urn___ v, tllc r’clut,i~~~~~ 
[ Wb, bV] = [W, b”] and [au, Wa] = [aLI, W] 
between commutators hold jkee&. 
Lemma B. For any elements a, b, W and positive integers u and v, the relations 
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[au. W] =a...aa[a. WJaP1 [a, W]a-’ [a, W] . ..a--l [a, W] (u copies) 
[w,bU] = [W,b]b...[W,b]b[W,b]b[W,blb-lb-l...b--l (ucopies) 
hold free&. 
Lemma C. Let p, m, q and n be positive irztegers with (p, m) = 1 = (q, II), Clear&, 
the commutator [a, b ] is a consequence oj’ the three relators 
[a? ba], am b’l . 
But moreover, [a, b] is ever 1 a consequetzce of the two relators 
[aP,ba], an? -Tbn. 
Proof. Let pp’ - mm’ = 1, qq’ - mi = 1 where p’ and q’ are selected to be positive. 
By Lemma B, [app’, baa’] is a consequence of [ap, ba] . But [HP’, baa’] = 
jal+??lm’ b !+l??l’ , 1, and by Lemma A, [al+rnm’, bl+nn’] - [a, b] modulo am = bn . Cl 
Lemma D. Mod&) (,ln = bn, bnk = [a, b]}, we have the relations [a, blrn - 1 and 
[a. b]” - 1. 
Proof. Clearly. we have the following relations modulo {P = bn , bnk = [a, b] } : 
[a. b]“* - (amkJm 
= a...aaa”lka-lamka-lamk...a-lat?tk (m copies) 
-a...aa[a, b]a-l [a, b]a-l [a, b] . ..a-l [a, b] (m copies) 
= [am, b] , by Lemma B 
- [b”,b] 
= 1. 
This proves one case and the other is similar. Cl 
Lemma E. Moduio (am = b” bnk = 9 [a. b] ), we have the relation 
[at’. bll] - [a, b]Pa . 
Proof. By Lemma B, we have the following relations modulo {a”* = bj’, btzk = [a, b]}. 
[ap, b] = a...aa[a, b]a--l [a, b]a- 1 [a. b] . ..a-1 [a, b] (p copies) 
-u aaamka-iamka-1amk,..a-1amk . . . (p copies) 
= ~a~~~k)p 
- (bnk )P 
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and 
[aP,bq] = [aP,b]b...[ffP,b]b[aP,b]b[aP,b]b ;b-l...b-l (qcopies) 
w (;ink)Pb . . . (br,k)yb(brlk)yh(bilk)p5- lb--’ . . . b-- ’ (q copies) 
= (@)pq 
N [a;, b]pq. cl 
As an introduction to the techniques employed, we consider the sufficiency por- 
tion of the theorem in the case s = 2: I”‘(p, m) = 1 = (q, n) and pq 3 + 1 mod(m, n) 
then there exists a combinatorial equivalence 
(a,b:am,bn, [aP,bq])-+(a,b:am,bn, [a,b]) 
inducing the identity isomorphism 2, @ Z,2 -+ Z, @ Z,. The whole argument is that 
there are replacement operations connecting the consecutive presentations in the fol- 
lowing list: 
( b a, :am, bn, [ap, W) 
( b a, : am =bn,bn, fap, bql) 
( b a, : am = b/l, bn = [a, 61, [a? 641) 
( b a, IaH1 =btI bn = , ia, bj, [a, blpq) 
( b a, :am = bn, bn = [a, b], [a, bl) 
( b a, :arn=bn,bn, [a9 m 
( b a, :am, bil, [a, bl) l 
The validity of the first replacement a m + am = bn is obvious. The second replace- 
ment bn + bn = [a, b] is based on Lemma C; the t?rird [ap, bq] + [a, b]Pq follows 
from Lemma E. The fourth replacement [a, b]Pq + [a, b] klses Lemma D, as follows. 
Since pq E + 1 mod(m, n), there exist Q, p such that pq = + 1 + cym + on. Hence 
[a, b]Pq - [a, b] modulo {an2 = bf2, bn = [a, b]), by Lemma D. The last two replace- 
ment operations, which collapse the fifth presentation down to the standard presen- 
tation, are clearly valid. 
In the general case, the proof is comparable. We successively make thz following 




. . . . 
‘ns-l -+anS-I’ 
s as-l s-l 
=a? 
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s-2 
[aP2,a,Ps] _ 2 -+a:sPi 
"-'p;-'pzj...p; ,,nsp~-‘pS-‘p2j-~psZ . S = [a341 . . . . 
[ 
. 
1 [$%a, (p] -+(yl 
S-l . ..py . 
We show that the last new relator is equivalent to a? modulo the others. Because 
the integers pl, . . . , ps are rektively prime to the orders nl , . . . , n,, respectively, the 
greatest common divisors (nl , . . . 2 ,ns)and(nl,n2,plp2~23,P1P2P3n4,~~~, 
pi-2p2...ps_l n,) are equal. By hypothesis, (pl ...ps)s-l E + 1 mod (nl, . . . , os), 
hence there exist integers al, . . . , as such that 
fP . . ..p )S-1 = 
s-2 
1, S +l +cklnl +LY2n2+~3p1p2”3f*‘*+cu,p1 pf**ps_lns. 
This relation gives a factorization of the last new relator: 
an,cpr . ..p.)S-1 = a%S 
S 
s (ap)Qlnl (an,)~2~2(a;1sp1p2)~3R3 •..(a~p~-2p2-**pS-l %"'S. 
1 
But by Lemma D, all the factors following a, *nS are trivial modulo the other new 
relators. For there are these relations 
(ay*)'l -1 modulo{a~f = ag2,az2 = [q,a2]} 
(*;2)"2 - 1 modulo{~yr =a72,aT2 = [al,a2]) 
( an3PIP2 ) N3 
3 . 
hr 1 nlodu]o {anI =a)'3 ,,‘lJPlP2 = 
133 [apa31) 
((I:1sPS-2P~SSaP~-lyIs hr 1 module (~71 = 02, aj’sPS-zP2gm*&-l = [a&I . 
Thus, the last new relator a~p~-l~~~p~-l is equivalent to a? modulo the other new 
relators. It follows that the new relators collapse by successive r placement opera- 
tions to the relators of ‘$3 (nl , . . . , 12,). This shows that there is a combinatorial equiv- 
alence. ~(Iz~, . . . . rz,; pl, . . . . ps) -+ p(nl, . . . . 
if (PI . . . pSy-1 = 
n,) inducing the identity isomorphism, 
- + 1 mod (n 1 , . . , n,). Cl 
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We conclude this section with a contrasting result. 
Roof. Since the trivial relator in ql(q, ..* B rzs; pl, -.. ,p,) may be replaced by a$ 
the collapsing that occurred in the previous proof can take place independent of any 
restrictions on pl, . . . s ps. A more direct proof involves replacement operations 
([a?,aPj], I)+([a?,afQ, [fZi,l?j])+(l, [Oi,oi])- D 
I 
5. Combinatorial utomorphisms of finite abelian groups 
The fundamental case here involves the cyclic group 2, and the minimal presen- 
tation p(n) = (a : a”). An arbitrary automorphism Z : f,, + Z,, and its inverse 
Cp: Zn + 2& are given by assignments a + as and a + as , respectively, tvhere 
ss’ = 1 mod IL If we relabel the range presentation !$(II) = (c : cn), the Reduction 
Theorem in section 2 shows that S and (1~ are combinatorial if and only it’ there exists 
a combinatorial equivalence 
V(H) (a) = (a, c: an, ask -+(c,a: cn,csa-l) =q(a)(Z) 
inducing the identity isomorphism. 
Example. Suppose that n = 14, s = 5. Then there are replacement operations 
c14,,5,-1 c,@a2,+a-I t;@aZ,ca-3 ea14,,-3 tia14,a3‘*.- 1 
based on the relations 
cl4 = c4(&2 - c-%2 modulo $a- 1 
$a- 1 = c&k 1 - a-3 modulo c4a2 
c4a2 -a12a2 = a14 modulo csw3 . 
These replacement operations give a combinatorial equivalence 
( a,c: a14,a3c-+(c,a: d4,c5,-1) 
which shows that Z1, A Zt4 is combinatorial on ‘13 (12) = (a: a14). 
This method works in general, and is nothing more than an elaborate application 
of the Euclidean Algorithm. 
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Proposition 3. Every automorphism of 2, is combinatorial on $3(n) = (a: an). 
Proof. We adopt the notation introduced before the example. Since s and n are rela- 
tively prime, the Euclidean Algorithm 
s =nlll +q , nl >si 9 
nl =sIk2 +n; y sl h2, 
Sj-1 =n+j+Sj nj > Sj , 
n. / =sjkj+l + nj+l 3 sj >nj+l 3 
3 =nj+l j+l +sj+l 2 
1 '*j+l > sj+l 3 
eventually reaches the situation Sj = 1 (and then ni+l = 0), or nj+f = 1 (and then 
Sj+i = 0). 
If we inductively introduce the terms 
s* =o, 
si . =S,+k,N,, 
then we can write 
n=sS1 +nlNO 
where eventually, either sj = 1, ni+l = 0, hence n = Sj+l, or nj+l = 1, ~j+l = 0, 
hence n = Nj+l . 
By a simple exponent rewriting process, and combinatorial replacement opera- 
tions, the relators P, @a- 1 become successively 
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as1p1, CS(+O 
&p1, &g-N1 
aS2p2 \ cS1a-Nl 
. 
(using n =sS, +n&),N* = I) 
(using s =q tql+$ =N()+z~~~) 
(using nl =n2 +slkl,S2 =S, +k2N,) 
If eventually, si = 1, fij+l = 0, this process stops at the relators 
which have the form #co, c a- 1 Ni. Then N” is necessarily a valid inverse s’ to s 
modulo n, and another replacement operation puts these relators in the form an, 




which have the form a$+lc , c a- ’ o n. Again simple r p e lacement operations put 
these in the form as’cwl, an. 0 
In the general case of a finite abelian group 7r, each decomposition 
lrr= Zn, @ l** @ Zn, of 7r into cyclic summands uggests a standard presentation 
Y( fll, ‘..Y ns) = (aI, . . . , a,: ayl, . . . ,a?, [ai, Llj] (i < j)) . 
This concrete situation can be considered as an iterate of the following abstract one. 
If @= {g,: rp(gJ) and $7 = {hy :sg (h,)} are presentations of the abelian groups G 
and H, then we can form the presentation (.Y @ @ of the direct sum G @ H: 
where there is one commutator relation [g&, $1 for each pair g&, h, of generators. 
There are some special automorphisms of a direct sum G @ H which are always 
combinatorial on the presentation 0) @ $ . They are defined as follows. Given any 
homomorphism X: H + G the elementary homomorphism 
A=(:,:):G@H+G@H 
has the values A(rr,) = ga and A(h,) = X(h,) h, on the generators gcu and h, of 
G @ H. We see that an elementary homomorphism is an automorphism this way. 
Since the group G is abelian, the operation of forming group element inverse g + g- 1 
defin :s an isomorphism which we denote with a minus symbol, -: G + G. Then the 
elementary homomorphisms 
A=(:, ;), r=(:, -;,: G@H+G@H 
are inverse homomorphisms. Similarly, given a homomorphism X: G +H, there is an 




given by A(ga) =g, X(g,), A($) = tr,,. Its inverse is the elementary homomorphism 
I‘=(_;;):G@H+G@H. 
Proposiaion 4. Each elementatvy automorphism of the direct sum G @ H is combina- 
torial on the direct sum presed rtation @ @ @ . 
Proof. We consider just the f’rst type of an elementary automorphism. Let ga, h, be 
generators for the domain, e y, fr generators for the range. Then the homomorphism 
X: H + G is given by assignments h, + WJe,), satisfying s6 (W,(e,)) - 1 modulo 
r&e& and the automorphism A: G @ H + G @ H is given by assignments gcu + e,, 
h, + fT WT(e,), while its im erse r : G @ H + G @ H is given by the assignments 
e, +ga,t f7 + hr W,(g&’ l 




OP @(A)= (e,,fy,g,, h,: rP(e,), s,(f,>, [e,,fyl,e,g,-‘,fyW~(e,)hyl) l 
The first replacement [g,, hr] -+ [g,‘fy] is valid because of the relations 
[g, 3 h, 1 - Es, 9 f, WJgJl rnodulo (hr WJgJ-‘f,-l 1’ 
- Eg,, fT 1 m0h.h && 11 
(since the commutativity of the word WJgJ and gar is a consequence of the rela- 
tors (r$g,)} of G). The second replacement sc, (h,) + sg (f,) follows from the rela- 
tions 
~6 (h,) - stj (fv W&Q) module fhr Wy(g4)-1f;1 1 
-%(fv)* s6(W,(gJ)modulo ~[R,,fyll 
- s&-) l 1 module b&$) . 
The third set of replacements: 
rp(g,)-+rp(eJ9 [&9frl -+ re~,f~l,h,W,<g,>-‘f,-l ‘hywyGQ-‘f,-’ 
take place in the presence of {g,e;‘}. And finally, the last replacements take inverses 
of the last two relators to obtain 
e,g,-’ and f, WJeJh;‘. Cl 
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Corollary. Evev automorphism oj’a Jree abelian group of finite rank s is combina- _ 
torial on the minimal presentation 
Iq g --. 9 as: [ai, aj] (i < j)) s 
Proof. Every automorphism in queskn factors into elementary automorphisms and 
diagonal automorphisms. The former are combinatorial by the previous proposition, 
and the latter are combinatorial because they at worst send a generator to its inverse. 
Since the composition of combinatorial automorphisms is combinatorial, the proof 
i;s complete. 0 
But in general, not every automorphism of a direct sum G @ H is combinatorial 
on the direct sum presentation 0) @ $j, even in the case where each automorphism 
of G resp. H is combinatorial on 0) resp. .Q. The problem occurs with the diagonal 
automorphisms of G @ H, which can be much more various than those encountered 
in the free abelian case. 
For example, if (pl, nl)= 1, . . . . (psP n,) = 1, then the diagonl2 homomorphism 
A= A(pI, . . . . p,): z,, @ l *- 03 z,, --, z,, @ l .- @ Z,Q 
defined by A(a,) =: afl, . . . , A(a,) = a? is an automorphism. It has as inverse the 
diagonal homomorphism 
v = A(p;, . . . ,p;>: z,I~***~z,s-+z,,~***@z,s 
wherepIp; E 1 modnI,...,pspLs 1 modn,. 
Lemma. There alwaJ?s exists a combinatorial equivalence 
W q y .. . 9 ~,)-,~(nl,-..,n,~P~,---,Ps) 
inducing the diagonal automorphism A(pl , . . . , p,). 
Proof. We relabel the presentation !@(nl, . . . , n,; pl, . . . , p,) to involve the generators 
Cl , . . . , c,, and then foam the expanded presentation p(nl, . . . , us) (0): 
( ai,Ci: a,pi, [ai,aj] (i<j),a+L’). 
By the Euclidean Algorithm technique employed in the cyclic group case, there 
exist replacement operations which transform \# (nl , . . . , n,) (V) into 
( ai, Ci Z CIFi, [ai, aj] (i < j), cip’Qi’) . 
Subsequent replacements of Ci pi for ai in he commutators transform the latter 
presentationintop(nl,...,ns;pl,...,ps)(A): 
( Ciyai: Ctpi, [Ci Pi, Cfj] (i < j), ,iP’arl). 
Thus, there exists a combinatorial equivalence 
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W nl ,...,n,)(V)-,13(n*,...,n,;~l,...,~~)(A) 
inducing the identity isomorphism, or alternatively, there exists a combinatorial 
equivalence 
inducing the diagonal automorphism A(pl , . . . , p,). 
Proposition 5. Let (pl, n&= 1, l ., (p,, n,) = 1. l72ef2 tlte dkgonal automorphisnr 
A(pl, l a*, P,) E Aut &I, @ -8. @ Zn, is combinatorial 022 tl2e startdard ptesentatiorr 
@(q, . ..¶ n,) if and 012!y if t p 1 , . . . , pS)s-l 5 +, 1 n- od (tt 1, . . . ,~t~). 
Proof. In view of the previcus lemma, there exists a combinatorial equivalence 
q3(q * l .*, it,) -+ p(rt,, l @*, I is) inducing the diagonal automorphism A(pl 9 . . . $p,) if 
and onIy if there exists a combinatorial equivalence !#(H~, . . ., 12~; pl $ . . . , p,) 3 
bq3(q, . . . , us) inducing the identity isomorphism. This reduces the problem to the 
one studied in the previous ection. An application of Theorem E completes the 
proof. Cl 
We know by Proposition 4 that all elementary automorphisms of Znl @ l ** @ Z+ 
are combinatorial on the standard presentation !#(u~, . . . , tzs), and we have in the 
previous proposition acharacterization f those diagonal automorphisms of 
Z,#, @ l *- 0 Z,, that are combinatorial on ‘0 (n 1 , . . . , 11,). To combine these two facts, 
we define the notion of the determinant of an automorphism of Z,, @ l *@ 2,. 
Given an automorphism Z E Aut Z,,, @ l -- @ Z,,,, its values 
I: (ai) = apt . . . a? 021 the generators Qi (i = 1, . . . , S) 
suggest a s X s integer-valued matrix (pii>. Since the integer psi is well defined 
modulo 12t, it follows that the determinant det (pZ/) is well defined modulo (q3... , n,). 
We define the detem2it2arzt oj’tj2e auto2p2orphism 2 to bc 
det I3 = det (pii) mod (PI 1, . . . , tts) . 
For example, det A = 1 mod (18~ 9 . . . , n,) for an elementary automorphism A, and 
det A-pl...ps l~~odj~21,..., n,) for a diagonal isomorphism A = A(pl) . . . v p,). 
Notice also that the determinant of a composite of automorphisms is the product 
of the determinants of the individual automorphisms. 
To assemble the previous results we require the following fact about the auto- 
nlorphism group of a finite abelian group. Although this appears to be a standard 
result, we could not find a reference for it. We delete the proof which involves a 
straight-forward diagonalization process, primary component by component. 
Proposition 6. The diagmal automo@Csms arrd 
gmerate the fbll automorplzism group Aut Z,, I@ 
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morphism G admits QI torization 
Since the ~I~I~~~nt~ a~t~n~~r~his~~s are necessary combinatorial and they have 
determinant 1 p and since a snal automorphism A is combinatorial if and only if 
it has determinant satisfyin et A)S- t E I 1 mod(q, . . . . 11~)’ we conclude the 
Thsotem A. An automotphism C E Aut Z,#i 8.. @ 2, is combinatorial on the 
standad pwsentation ‘p (nl, ..*, n,) if and on& if (det C)s--l s f I mod (q , . . . , n,). 
Corollary 1. A stmtdavz# presentation 3 (n 1 , . . . , ns) can have restricted automorphism 
mup Aut v(nl 9 . ..) n,) 8 Aut Z,, @ l -- @ Z,,, on& if’ the ~b~~owing equi&ent condi- 
tions hold: 
O( i nt,...,iis)Z 1. 
(ii) 77~ defkiency -s(s - I)/2 of g(nl, l -= , )I~) is a maximum Jbr presentations 
of zn, Q l ‘* @ zns. 
(iii) Kk number s of generators of %g (n 1 , l l l , iis) is a minimum for presentations 
of Z*,@-•-@Zn,. 
Corollary 2. The standard presentation p (n 1 , . . . , ns) of the finite abelian group 
Zn 1 @ l ** @ Z,,s has full automorphism group 
Aut v(n,. . . . . n,) = Aut Zlll @ .. . @ 2, 
if’and only if the exponent e(n) of the group Zg/k 1 divides - 1, where 
n = (q , . . . . t+). 
Corollary 3. Ifn = (nl , . ..) ns) equals 1,2,3,4, or 6, the standard presentation 
V(n* 3 8” 9 n,) has full automo@lism group regardless of the number s of summands. 
Otherwise, the symmetric efliciency of g (n 1 , . . . , n,) varies with the number soj 
summands. 
Roof. In view of Corollary 2, it is sufficient o prove that the exponent e(n) of the 
group Z,‘,/f 1 is 1 if and only if tt = 1,2,3,4, or 6. This latter result and a complete 
description of the exponent e(n) can be derived from standard results in elementary 
number theory [ 15, Chapter 12].0 
Example. Calculations how that e(5) = 2, e(7) = 3, e(8) = 2, e(9)= 3, ~(10) = 2, 
and ~(11) = 5. Thus, for example, when (nr , . . . , n,) = 5, the presentation 
V( nl , . . . , n,) has full automorphism group if and only ifs is odd. 
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If, in the proof of the Proposition 5, we invoke Theorem F instead of Theorem E, 
we conclude that all diagonal automorphisms of Z,r @ 0.0 @ Z,,~ are combinatorial on 
the standard presentation p 1 (rzl , . . . , ns) that has been augmented with a single 
trivial relator. Thus, we obtain Theorem C. 
All the results that we have given for standard presentations of finite abelian 
groups have analogues for st dndard presentations of finitely generated abelian 
groups. Corresponding to tk t decomposition Znl @ l -* @ Zns @ 2 @ l *. @ 2 with s finite 
cyclic summands and t infi&e cyclic summands, there is the standard presentation 
Proofs identical to the previous ones show the following. 
Theorem A (Finitely Generated Version). AH autonzo@~ism 
E E Aut Z,,r @ .a- @ 2, @ 2 @ l *- @ 2 is combinatorial on the pme?ltation 
W q , . ..) rr,; t) if arzd only if (det X)t+s-l G & 1 mod ()Q, . . . , n,). 
Theorem C (Finitely Generated Version). 77ze augmnted pmentation 
W 1 q, . . . , as ; t) has jkll au tomotphim gmup: 
Aut ~‘(u~,..., 11,; t) = Aut Z,,, @ ‘.’ @ Zlb $2 @ l ** @ z , 
6, Topological aspects 
All the proceeding presentation-theoretic concepts and results have topological 
counter-parts. The fundamental observation isthat each finite group presentation 
8=&r l -,gk: q,‘.‘J,n) 
has a celhlar rrzodel 
This model P has a single O-cell & one oriented 1 -cell Q/ for each genera tsr gts of ‘@ (
and one oriented %x11 $ for each relator j of \@. The O-cell and the 1 -cells form a 
bouquet of l-spheres to which the Z-cells (discs) are attached by maps of their 
bounding 1 -spheres which spell out the relators. For example, ach trivial relator 
corresponds toa 2-cell attached at a point, i.e. an S*-summand. The Van Kampen 
Theorem implies that if ‘13 is a presentation for the group nr, then the cellular model 
P has fundamental group IL We call such a cellular model P a n~~t~~le-u. 
Second, each combinatorial operation between presentations corresponds to a 
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map between their cellular models. In particular, acombinatorial expan- 
sion E: g -+ a which appends anew generatorg and a relator Wg-1 s where W is a 
excportsign E : P --, Q 
9 and a 2-tell ,*, via the new 
. The inverse combinatorial cant rat tion 
g and the relator h’g-l corresponds to a 
ch deformation retracts the cells P* and q* in 
into P. If presentations p and c differ 
only in relators r and S, with s is equivalent to r modulo the other relators, then the 
cellular models P and ffer only in the corresponding 2-tells (re-oriented, if neces- 
sary), whose attachin and s are homotopic in the presence of the other 
%cells. Then the replacement operation R: 73 + c which trades the single relator  
for s corresponds to a topological deformution of the third kind R : P + Q. This map 
is the identity off the %-cell in P attached by ,*l, maps an outer annulus of this 
2-cel.l dong the homotopy in Q and the remaining inner disc onto the 2-tell in Q 
attached by S. 
We conclude that each combinatorial equivalence v + C between presentations, 
being a composition of combinatorial expansion, contraction, and replacement oper- 
ations, corresponds to a topological map P+ Q of the models, namely, the composi- 
tion of the corresponding topological expansions, deformations, and deformations 
of the third kind. Moreover, if the combinatorial equivalence !@ + Q induces the iso- 
morphism C: 7r +p of the groups presented, the topological map P+ Q induces the 
isomorphism C : n + p on the fundamental groups of the models. 
The topological maps which correspond to inverse combinatorial operations are 
themselves inverses up to homotopy. Thus each topological map of models corre- 
sponding to a combinatorial equivalence of presentations is actually a homotopy 
equivalence. We call these special maps combinatorial homotopy equivalences. 
Since topological expansion, deformations, and deformations of the third kind are 
instances of the elementary maps in Whitehead’s simple homotopy theory [ 131 (at 
least in Wall’s formulation [l I]), each combinatorial homotopy equivalence is a 
simple homotopy equivalence. But this simple homotopy terminology itself is not 
sufficient. These combinatorial homotopy equivalences are simple homotopy equiv- 
alences with the additional feature that they have a factorization into elementary 
maps involving only 2-dimension spaces. Although the analogue is true in higher 
dimensions, it is unproven that this additional feature is automatic in dimension 2
(see [ 11 I). So hereafter we distinguish between the notions of homotopy equivalence, 
simple homotopy equivalence, and combinatorial homotopy equivalence. There are 
the groups t+,(P), t&(P), and 8,(P) of homotopy classes of self-equivalences ofP in 
the three senses. 
One consequence of the transformation of presentations into cellular models is 
the set of relations 
Aut ‘@ G #(&,(P)) G #(Z,(P)) G #(t+,(P)) 
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in hut n, for the cellular model P of any finite presentation ‘$of n. Thus, 
#(&&P)) = Aut 71 (j = h, S, c) if Aut *$? = Aut IL So Theorem D is a consequence of
Theorem C. Similarly, the relations #(&&P(n))) = Aut Z,, (i= h, S, C) are consequences 
of the relation Aut ;$? (n) = Aut Z, of Proposition 3. The Euclidean Algorithm tech- 
nique provides explicit instructions for the manufacture of a combinatorial homo- 
topy equivalence P(rz) + P(n) inducing a prescribed automorphism. 
Although we have only a necessary algebraic condition (Section 3) for the exis- 
tence of a combinatorial honotopy equivalence b tween models, there are algebraic 
conditions completely equij alent to the existence of a homotopy or simple homo- 
topy equivalence between tJtern. The standard tool required for these algebraic har- 
acterizations i  the cellular :&lain complex of the universal covering of a model. 
Let P be the cellular mcdel of the finite presentation v = (gr, . . . ,gk: rl , . . . , r,) 
of the group IL The univer ,a1 covering P of P admits the fundamental group 7c of P 
as the group of covering transformations, and there is a natural oriented cellular 
structure on p with respect to which the covering projection is an orientation pre- 
serving cellular map and the covering transformations x: P +8, x E n, are orienta- 
tion preserving cellular homeomorphisms. These covering transformations determine 
chain maps x* : C*(p) + C,(~) of the cellular chain complex C*(p) and this action 
of n makes C*(P) into a ch;Gn complex of modules over the integral group ring Z(n). 
The chain modules Co(p), Cl (p), and C 
2 IT 
(p are free Z(n)-modules of rank 1, k, 
and m, which we give preferred bases {ZO}, {zl, . . . , U$}, and {Pi, . . . , ?A}, where 20 
is a selected O-cell over the O-cell e” of P, e”f is the 1 -cell over e! in P with boundary 
a,zjl = llR,l! P”-i30, and i;i2 is the lifting of the z-cell_ ef at @. With such a choice 
for a preferred basis, the cellular chain complex C*(P) coincides with the chain 
complex C*(p) of the presentation v on which P is modeled (see Section 3). We 
revert o the presentation-theoretic notation. 
Suppose that R and S are the cellular models of presentations $I and E which 
have the same generators and present the same group w. Then R and S have the 
same 1 -skeletons R 1 and S1 and the same fundamental group 0. 
identity Realization Theorem. There exists a (simple) homotopy equivalence R + S 
inducing the identity isomorphism on the fundamental group u of the models if 
and only if there exists a Z(w)module isomovphism M: C2(%) + C2 (E ) such that 
a2(E ) l M = i12@) (which has trivial torsion in the Whitehead group 
M(w) = Kl(Zb))L,)* 
Proof, Two main ingredients of the proof are these facts: (a) Eacn map f: R + S 
inducing the identity on the l-skeletons induces (via a lifting to the universal cover- 
ings) a chain map $* : C,( Iii) + C,(E) which is the identity in dimensions 0 and 1. 
(b) The submodules Ker a,!rr;) < C2(%) and Ker a2($) G C2(e) may be identified 
(via Hurewicz isomorphisms and covering projection isomorphisms) with the second 
homotopy modules 72(R) and n2(S), and the restriction of a chain homomorphism 
J$ C2(%) -+ C#) may be idtntified with the homotopy module homomorphism 
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fk : rrz(R) + ~a(,!?) that the topological map f : R -+ S produces. Thus, by the 
S-lemma, amap f : R + S inducing the identity on the 1 -skeletons i a homotopy 
equivalence of these 2-dimensional complexes if and only if the chain homomor- 
phism f2: CZ(%) + C2(s) is an isomorphism. 
Given any homotopy equivalence R + S inducing the identity isomorphism on 
the fundamental groups, we homotop it to one which is the identity on the l-skele- 
tons. The latter homotopy equivalence induces a chain homomorphism 
M: C#) + C’*(e) which is a Z(o)-module isomorphism satisfying the relation 
a,(E) %= ?I,(%). 
Conversely,*given a Z(w)-module isomorphism M: C2(%) + C#) such that 
a,(E) oM = ~*(%), we realize it by a homotopy equivalence R +S which is the 
identity on the l-skeleton, as follows. Because R and S have the same 1 -skeleton 
and the same fundamental group, the identity 1: R n + S1 extends to some map 
f : R + S. The induced chain homomorphism 1‘2 : C,(% ) + C2(E) satisfies the rela- 
tion az(E) of2 = a,($), hence the deviation D =&;-Ii: C*(s) + CZ(E) can be 
considered as a Z(w)-module homomorphism D: CZ($) + IQ($). Since the module 
C*(s) is free of rank equal to the number of 2-cells of R (or, relators of \s;), this 
homomorphism D corresponds ina natural fashion to a homotopy class a! : v S2 + S, 
where v S2 is sum of 2-spheres in 1: 1 correspondence with the ‘,-cells of R. There is 
a co-operation c: R + R v (V S2) which is the identity on the 1 -skeleton of R and 
which pinches each 2-cell of R to create an additional 2-sphere S* touching the 
O-cell of R. Then the Puppe action I” = (f,~)~c:R+Rv(vS~)+Softhedevia- 
tion ar : v S2 + S on the original map f : R + S is desired homotopy equivalence 
R + S. We need merely check that the induced chain homomorphism isprecisely 
The version of the theorem for simple homotopy equivalences follows from the 
Whitehead torsion properties Pl-P5 of [ 113. q 
But just as in the combinatorial case, the existence of a (simple) homotopy equiv- 
alence inducing an arbitrary isomorphism isequivalent to the existence, in some 
related situation, of a (simple) homotopy equivalence inducing the identity isomor- 
phism. Specifically, given an isomorphism C : n + p and inverse @ : p + T, between 
groups presented by !@ and $z, we form the expanded presentations !# (@) and c (2;;) 
of the group we denote by w. A topological version of the combinatorial proof of 
the Reduction Theorem in Section 2 proves that there exists a (simple) homotopy 
equivalence P+ Q inducing C : n + p if and only if there exists a (simple) homotopy 
equivalence P(@) + Q(E) inducing 1: o + ~3. Thus, as a corollary to the Identity 
Realization Theorem we have the following. 
General Realization Theorem. There exists a (simple) homotopy equil)alence P + Q 
inducing Z : ?r ~7 p: Q, on the fundamental groups of the models P and Q if and only 
if there exists a Z(w)module isomorphism M : C,(‘@(@)) -+ C,( $2 (Z)) such that 
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a,( c(s)) 0 M = a,@(@)) (which has trivial torsion in the Whitehead group 
WMcJ) = K#(4)l,,)* 
We now translate the combinatorial results of the previous ections into topolog- 
ical terms. Let P(nl , . . . , ns) and P(nl , . . . , n,; pl, . . . , p,) denote the cellular models 
of the standard and non-standard presentations p (Q, . . . , ns) and 
Y( nl,..-,n,; PI, . ..$ p,) of the finite abelian group 7~ = Znl @ l ** @ Z,,. 
1. The following are equivalent statements: 
a) There exists a combina zorial homotopy equivalence 
inducing the identity ;P, omorphism. 
b) There exists a homotc ,py equivalence 
P(n~,...,~~,;p,,...,p,)-*P(n~,...,n,) 
inducing the identity isomorphism. 
c) There exists a Z(n)-module isomorphism M such that 
a,(g(n, 9 ..-, n,)) 0 M = a2(!fS(q, . .. 7 n,; PI, l _ ,P,)) 
d) (pI- psjs-l s + 1 mod(nl, . . . . n,) . 
2. Each elementary automorphism of Z,, @ *a* @ Z,, is induced by a combinatorial 
homotopy equivalence P(n 1, . . . , n,) + P(n 1 , . . . , n,). 
3. There exists a combinatorial homotopy equivalence P(nl , . . . , ns) + 
ml ,-•,n,;p1,**., p,) inducing the diagonal isomorphism A = A(pl, . . . , p,). 
4. The following are equivalent statements: 
a) There exists a combinatorial homotopy equivalence P(nl , . . . , n,) + P(nl , . . . , n,) 
inducing the diagonal automorphism A = A (p 1, . . . , p,). 
b) There exists a homotopy equivalence P(nl , . . . , n,) + P(n 1, . . . , n,) inducing the 
diagonal automorphism A = A(pl, . . . , p,). 
c) (pl . . . ps)s-l E +, 1 mod (n 1 , . . . , n,). 
The first statement isan expanded form of Theorem E which invokes the Identity 
Realization Theorem to obtain the implication b) + c). The second statement isthe 
translation of Proposition 4. The fourth statement follows from statements 1 and 3, 
just as Proposition 5 follows from its lemma nd Theorem E. These four statements 
yield our main topological result. 
Theorem B. We have 
ie Aut Z,, @ -9. @ Z,, for] = h, S, c. 
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7. Aspherical presentations 
As indicated in the introduction, our calculations uggest the conjecture: If P is 
the cellular model of a finite presentation 3 of T, then #(E (P)) = Aut )p in Aut TL 
In fact, the following more general conjecture seems reasonable. 
Co;njecture 1. Let P and Q be cellular models of finite presentations ‘@ and Q of 
isomorp7hic groups n and p. Then there exists a combinatorial equivalence 3 + a 
inducing a specific isomorphism Z : n + p if and only if there exists a homotopy 
equivalence P + Q inducing Z : II + p. 
Since a combinatorral equivalence of presentations corresponds to a combinatorial 
homotopy equivalence of the models, we are conjecturing that there exists a homo- 
topy equivalence if and only if there exists a simple homotopy equivalence if and 
only if there exists a combinatorial homotopy equivalence. In view of the General 
Realization Theorem in Section 6, which characterizes the existence of a homotopy 
equivalence inducing isomorphisms Z : n ++ p: @, the conjecture takes the following 
entirely algebraic form: 
There exists a combinatorial equivalence p + & inducing isomorphisms 
2 : T * p: ip if and only if there exists a Z(w)-module isomorphism 
M: C#(@)) + C#(X)) such that a,( Q(X)) 4P &#3(@)). 
There is one situation in which the module-theoretic condition always holds. 
This occurs when the presentations involved are aspherical. 
Definition. A presentation a of p is aspherical if its chain complex C,( E) is acyclic, 
equivalently, a,( $5) : C,(Q) + Cl (0) is a monomorphism. We say that p is a 
2-dimensional group if it admits a finite aspherical presentation. 
Since the chain complex C*( Sz) of the presentation Sz coincides with the cellular 
chain complex C,(Q) of the universal covering 0 of the model Q, it follows that a 
presentation 0 is aspherical if and only if it has an aspherical model Q, i.e. one with 
trivial higher homotopy groups nz(Q), n3(Q), . . . . 
The property of being aspherical isan invariant of the combinatorial class of a 
presentation. The 2-dimensional boundary operators of presentations %and E that 
are linked by a replacement operation fJ1 + E correspond under an isomorphism 
C#) = C2(G), while those of presentations U and 9 that are related by an ex- 
pansion operation U + 9 have matrices of the form 
a (?I) ( 2’ = a,(u) ? ) o...o-1 l 
In either case, one boundary operator is a monomorphism if and only if the other is. 
Proposition 7. Let a be an asphwical presentation of a 2-dimensional group p, and 
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let !@ be a presentation of an isomorphic group n. Then the following statements 
are equivalent : 
a) p is an aspherical presentation. 
b) Given isomorphisms C : 7~ fp p: @, there exists a 2 @)-module isomovphism 
M: C2($3(@)) + C2(G(C)) such that %Jp(@)) = a#(E)) 0 N. 
c) !$ has maximal deficiency for presentations of r. 
Proof. Suppose that !$3 = (8,: rp) and Q = (h,,: ss), so that we may denote their 
deficiencies by 1 a 1 - ifi 1 an 1 y 1 - 16 1 respectively. Given isomorphisms 
2 : n * p: a, we may form tie expanded presentations p (@) and s1 (X), which have 
the same set of generators {g,, hr} and which present he same group G). We may 
identify the chain modules C #S(a)) = Z(o) = Co( a(X)) and CI(‘p (a)) = 
z(w)‘~~+‘+ = C,(Q@)), ar L’ also the first boundary operators 
a,($(*)) = a,r Q(C)): Z(,)la’+‘r’ + Z(0) . 
Then by exactness, the second boundary operators 
qip(+)) : Z(Lp+‘7’ + z(,)‘*‘+i7’ 
a#@)): z(,)‘6’+‘a’ + Z(,)‘7l+lal 
have the same image. But tht: operator a#@)) is a monomorphism, hence the 
operator a,@(@)) admits a factorization a,($8 (a)) = a,(Q(X)) * M, where Z(u)- 
module homomorphism 
is an epimorphism. Were 1 PI+ 1 y I < 16 I + I a 1, a non-manic epimorphism between 
free Z(w)-modules of the same finite rank would result from M by projection. A 
result of I. Kaplansky (see [ 161) denies this possibility. We conclude that 
f@l + 1~12 IS I+ Jcvl , so that the deficiency 17 I- 16 I of the aspherical presentation 
43 exceeds the deficiency lcul - lfll of !@. Thus, an aspherical presentation of a 
2-dimensional group has maximal deficiency among presentations of isomorphic 
groups. 
We now show that the statements a), b), and c) are equivalent. First, the presenta- 
tions ‘$3 and !# (@) are aspherical if and only if the boundary operator a# (a)) is a 
monomorphism, orequivalently, the Z(w)-module pimorphism M is an isomor- 
phism. By Kaplansky’s result, the epimorphism M is an isomorphism if and only if 
the domain Z(U)I@I+I~’ and range Z(w) N+M have the same rank, or equivalently, 
the presentation p has maximum deficiency 1~1 - IpI= 171 - lS(. Cl 
The previous proposition characterizes the aspherical presentations of a 2-dimen- 
sional group as those with maximal deficiency. Examples of 2-dimensional groups 
and aspherical presentations include: (a) a free group of finite rank s and the presen- 
tation 3 = (al, . . . ,a,:),(b)thef d un amental group of any orientable surface xcept 
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S2 and the presentation (ai, bi: iI [ai, bi]), (c) any polygonal knot group [8] and a 
deficiency 1 presentation obtained from a regular projection of the polygonal knot, 
(d) any one relator group whose relator is not a proper power [2] and the corre- 
sponding presentation. 
The previous proposition also shows that the conjecture under consideration 
takes the following form for aspherical presentations. 
Conjecture 2. If p and C are aspherical presentations of isomorphic groups n and p, 
then each isomorphism C : n + p is induced b-v a combinatorial equivalence v + c . 
In particular, each aspherical presentations p oj’ Z-dimensional group T has full auto- 
morphism group: Aut % = Au t n. 
In the next section, we test this conjecture against some of the previous examples. 
8. Free versus combinatorial automorphisms 
Here is a standard notion of combinatorial group theory. 
Definition. An automorphism C : T + ?r is jkee on a presentation ‘;p for 71 if it can be 
presented as an isomorphism of the free group on the generators of 3. 
TO distinguish between the notions “free” and “combinatorial” we present these 
simpie examples: 
1) Z combinatorial, but not free on 9. Perhaps the simplest example is provided 
by the standard presentation ‘p(n) = (a: an) of the cyclic group Z,, and any auto- 
morphism Z: # + 1. 
2) L: free, but not combinatorial on !@. To set up such an example, we first point 
out two facts: a) Any automorphism which is non-combinatorial on a presentation 
remains non-combinatorial on any combinatorial expansion of that presentation. 
b) As observed by Rapaport [9], any automorphism is free on a suitable combina- 
torial expansion of any presentation of the group. For if the automorphism (its in- 
verse) is presented on (gQ: rp(gJ by the assignmentsg* + W,(g,) (g& + V,(gM)), 
then the automorphism is presented on the expansion (gcy, h,: rP(gP), W,(gP)h$) 
by the isomorphism of the free group F(g@, h,) given by the assignments gQ + h, 
and h, +IQor V’,(h,)-l W&n,). From statements a) and b), we conclude that any 
automorphism E which is *lon-combinatorial on a presentation $I provides the 
desired example on a suitable expansion “@ of Q. Section S’provides innumerable 
such automorphisms. 
Despite the fact that the notions “free” and “combinatorial” are not comparable, 
there are several instances where an automorphism is combinatorial because it is free. 
The simplest involves the free group. 
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hoposition 8. Every automorphism oj’a free group F = F(g,) is combinatorial on 
the minimal presentation (R, : ). 
Proof. The crux of the argument isthe fundamental result [S, Theorem 3.21 that 
Aut F is generated by the elementary automorphisms. Anelementary automorphism 
fues all generators gal, save one gP, which is mapped to gi gq orgy gi (e, v = + 1, 
7 # 0). It is easy to check that these lementary automorphisms are combinrcorial 
on the presentation (g,: ). 0 
Thus, if there are no rl:lators involved, “free” implies “combinatorial”. This is 
even true in the presence of a single relator. 
Theorem. Any automovr *km that is free on a l-relator presentation is combinatorial 
on that 1 relator present ation. 
Proof. Let p = (g,: r(Q) be a l-relator presentation for a group rr. Suppose that 
an automorphism Z : n + n and its inverse @ : n + of are presented as isomorphisms 
of F(g,) by the assignments g& -+ W,(gJ and gQ + V,(g,>, respectively. Th.en by 
the previous proposition there is a combinatorial equivalence (inducing an identity 
isomorphism) which ignores the relator (g,) and transforms 
P(@) = (&7 h,: r(g,)9 K&&M,9 
into 
(&tg,: r(g,), w,(h,)g;;‘) 
(we have relabeled the range generators by h,). Then a second straight forward 
replacement operation transforms this second presentation i to 
(h,&y: 0$&J), wLy(hJg;9 l 
This presentation and 
WV= (h,J$ r&)9 W,(h,)g,-l) 
differ only in the relators r(WJhy)) and r(h,). According to the Conjugacy 
Theorem for Groups with One Defining Relator [S, Theorem 4.111, these two rela- 
tors are equivalent in the free group F(h,) (i.e., r(W,(h,)) and r(h,)fl are conjugates 
in F(h,)), because the contracted 1-relator presentations (ha: r(W,(h,))) and 
(ha: r(h,)) have the same generators and present the same group. It follows th;t one 
more replacement operation, r(W,(h,)) + r(hU), completes the construction of a 
combinatorial equivalence ‘$(a) +!# (Z) inducing the identity isomorphism. This 
shows that the free automorphism Z is combinatorial. c] 
Corollary. 1) Every automorphism of the fundamental group of an oz2ntable 
closed surface of genus h 2 1 is combinatorial on the standard presenration 
(al,bl 9~~~tat,, bh: nF=, [ai,bi])* 
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2) Every automorphism of the fundamental group of a mn-orientable closed 
surface ofgenus k 2 1 is combinatorial on the standard presentation 
(Cl 
k yesey Ck: II,=1 Cf>a 
Proof. This is an easy application of the previous theorem, because it is known [ 14, 
Satz 3) that every automorphism under consideration is induced by an automor- 
phism of the free group F(ai, bi) or F(ci) on the standard generators. Nielsen [6] 
developed a proof of this latter fact for the orientable case. The proof that 
Zieschang offers [ 141 covers both the orientable and non-orientable cases. Cl 
From this corollary and Section 6, we conclude that every automorphism of the 
fundamental group of a closed surface is induced by a combinatorial homotopy 
equivalence of the surface. It is known, in fact, that such an automorphism is in- 
duced by a homeomorphism of the surface [6], [ 14, Satz 41. 
According to a result of Cockcroft [2], a group is 2-dimensional if it admits a 
l-relator presentation in which the relator is not a proper power. The conjecture 
discussed in Sections 1 and 7 would have every automorphism of such a group com- 
binatorial on the l-relator presentation. According to the previous theorem, one 
way to attempt a proof of this would be to show that every automorphism of the 
group is free on the l-relator presentation. Unfortunately, E. Rapaport has shown 
that the latter need not be true. 
Example. Rapaport [9] has shown that the automorphism 
a + [b-l, a-l], b -> a-lb-la--l [a-l, b-l] 
of the group presented by 
is not free on q. Nevertheless, Conjecture 2 for aspherical presentations urvives 
this example because this automorphism is combinatorial on ‘$. We delete the 
details. 
9. Various presentation-theoretic conjectures 
There have been quite a few situations in which presentation-theoretic conjectures 
have been related to topological problems. In particular, Andrews and Curtis [ 1 ] 
drew some topological consequences in the theory of combinatorial manifolds from 
this conjecture. 
Conjecture 3. If the deficiency 0 presentation (gl , . . . , gk : rl , . . . , rk) presents the 
trivial group, then there exists replacement operations 
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reducing it to the simplest such presentation. 
We have nothing to say about this conjecture itself. Wall [ 1 l] was led to a 
stronger conjecture of the same kind while working on the simple homotopy theory 
of low dimensional complexes. In our terminology, the conjecture is this. 
Conjecture 4. Suppose that two presentations with the same deficiency and the 
same generators 
% = C&l 9 . . . . & Y1, . ..) urn) and 
present the same group. IA other words, the normal closures in F(gl , . . . ,gk) of the 
two sets of relators coincide: 
Wl 9 . . . 9 r,) =N(q,...,sm) . c 
?hen there exist replacement operations % + e, or at least a combinatorial equiva- 
lence % -+ E inducing the klentity isomorphism. 
B-_rt, according to the Reduction Theorem in Section 2, Conjecture 4 implies 
that every automorphism of a group is combinatorial on every presentation of that 
group, or equivalently, that every presentation has full automorphism group. We 
have exhibited examples which rule out this possibility. An immediate counter-ex- 
ample to Conjecture 4 itself is given by the standard and non-standard presentations 
Ye nl 9 l -• 9 n,) and ~(q,...,n,; P~,-,P~) 
in Section 4 of the finite abelian group Znl @ a-= @ Zns. We merely select he integers 
involved so that the conditions 
(PI, “1) = 1, l --, (Ps, IIs) = 1 
(pr... ps)s-l $ + 1 mod(q, . . . . n,) 
hold. Then by the results of Section 4, there exists no combinatorial equivalence 
%V “1 ) . . . , nS)~9(nl,...,ns;pl,...,ps) 
inducing the identity isomorphism on Z*r @ 0-0 @ Zns. The work [lo] of Schellenberg 
on the self-equivalence group 8 (P(m, n)) of the cellular model of the presentation 
y(m,n)=(a,b:am,bn, [a,b]) 
Ied to the first such counter-example of Conjecture 4. 
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Another conjecture occurs to us. This one is motivated by all the examples of 
this paper: 
Conjecture 5. Suppose that, in addition to the hypotheses of Conjecture 2, there 
exists a combinatorial equivalence % + G inducing the identity isomorphism. Then 
there exist replacemlw t operations % + %. 
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